
Concerning the Witchcraft
Dialog 6
© Fra. 137 - Temple of the Hawk and Jackal
93 AN; 1997 E.V

Liber AL vel Legis, 3:21,22:
21.	Set up my image in the East: thou shalt buy thee an image which I will show thee, especial, not unlike the one thou knowest. And it shall be suddenly easy for thee to do this.
22.	The other images group around me to support me: let all be worshipped, for they shall cluster to exalt me. I am the visible object of worship, the others are secret; for the Beast & his bride are they: and for the winners of the Ordeal x. What is this? Thou shalt know.


"Lady Babalon are you there?"
Sure I am dude, where else would I be? Love ya, ya know! That dude Aris is deep huh? Hey I'm deeper, HA! mmmm I like all the Art, it's the soul of Art that graces you.
"ALALALALALA = 156, I also noticed 137 + 19 = 156 for some more personal Qabalah on my relationship with the Lady. Me and the magick of the lady 137 + 10 + 9 = 156." 

More technical notes on how to work the System I've been channeling, from the point of view of Babalon, then of Hadit.[DIAGRAM - Numbers 0 through 23 bent as the serpent with a tail in its mouth to show all add to 23 and 2+3=5]

[DIAGRAM - Numbers 1 to 400 as before, traditional Hebrew 1's, 10's, 100's, to show sums to 5 as before.]

The Key to Power [Pentagram]
Consider further concerning this:
Lay out the Tarot in order of the Hebrew alphabet and lay it out in order of the Roman Numerals. Both methods produce the Pentagram [numeration of Heb.]. Both produce a sacred poem. Consider the story that it tells.

[DIAGRAM - shows the Trumps in order of Roman Numerals]

The Roman Numerals add to 21 or to 3; the key to Understanding.
Consider of the Tesseract temple. In each dimension of the process of creation is a relationship established. Firstly of the Macrocosm and of the Microcosm. Nuit and Hadit. Then Hadit as Priest with the Priestess of the Silver Star. The two give birth to a daughter, the Goddess of Love, the Holy Guardian Angel. She is the daughter of the Priest and Priestess, she is the mirror of your Self, the Door to the Supernal, between the male and female pillars of the Tree of Life, breadth. This scene is in the north of the Temple pictured in the advent of the next dimension, height.

[DIAGRAM - Temple from the Tesseract working, with Aleph in the center, 
labeled through Zain.]

The pillars are again represented in the South with the pillars of Gemini.
The pairs of directions and their NAMES
Northeast Quadrant
HAD
Numeration He. 10
Southeast Quadrant
HAZ
Numeration He. 13
Northwest Quadrant
VAD
Numeration He. 11
Southwest Quadrant
VAZ
Numeration He. 14
East to West 
HAV
Numeration He. 12
North to South
DAZ
Numeration He. 12

DIAGRAM - Two tables, two by three, showing these words arranged in squares, one with the words above backwards.]

[DIAGRAM - A table with two columns one with the words backwards showing their numeration.]
The center crossing is equal to twelve either way, zodiac, astral temple.

[DIAGRAM - the twelve words four columns by three rows for the twelve words, d's, h's, v's, and z's, in numerative order.
These words have special utility among the signs of the zodiac.
The *'s indicate the word as it first appears.
Aries
DAH *
Taurus
DAV *
Gemini
DAZ *
Cancer
HAD
Leo
HAV *
Virgo
HAZ *
Libra
VAD
Scorpio
VAH
Sagittarius
VAZ *
Capricorn
ZAD
Aquarius
ZAH
Pisces
ZAV


[DIAGRAM - shows the first occurrence connected by dots to its reversal 
in a later sign.]

The other words are the reverse of the first appearing words. 321 Do you see?
This order would be the same whichever sequential symbols are used. The pairs connected likewise consider:

[DIAGRAM - Two columns Aries through Sagittarius on one, Cancer through Pisces on the other, showing beside these pairs the angle between the signs represented and the elements, and polarities involved.]

The formula Pater et Mater; Filia et Filio, cardinal, fixed, mutable. Fire and Water are paired for father and mother. Various combinations for the others.
Each of these words backwards has a corollary elementary balance. Each of these ordeals may be taken as a bliss. Each pairs male and female; The Emperor and the Chariot, The Teacher of the Law, The Temple of the Devil, The Lust of Death, The Virgin of Not the Star, The Art of the Jackals.
The awakened King feels directly the flow of the universe, subtly does this come to awareness in the unconscious mind. There the awareness is of another order. Many centers think of many things. Subtle senses awake and inform. The internal geometry is contained in the concept of this sort of dimensional magick. In the image and process of forming it, there is great power. As the King jumps from universe to universe enlarging experience, the internal sense of where one is, and has been, begins to build in the unconscious mind. Upon this experiential grid the astral awareness awakens. Different modes of thinking emerge in the unconscious an order of magnitude or better more interconnected and integrated.
The conscious mind grows to accept its limited domain. It grows to accept information from this more evolved mode of thinking that has formed in the Unconscious. The artificial dominance of sequential thinking has retained its utility but it is not the Self.
The idea formed of the union of these two concepts, the association of the letters with the dimensional progression and all of the archetypal aspects of this is what produces the phenomena of the shift. The harmonic of the advent of the universe without, within.
The visualization of this progression and the association of data produces this organization of thought, there is a physical change associated with this visualization. As it is repeated, the neuron pathways become permanent. Now there is a structure created in the brain that is analogous to this working,
This structure has its varied uses. It is very good at packing and accessing data. Thinking processes change.
Do not worry about the current of illumination, this can not be constrained. Freedom is its own end, it is lack of constraint upon the individual Will.
In the Book of the Law there are three grades within four ordeals. Consider of the stars and the houses of heaven. You have considered these four ordeals as consisting of three spaces bounded by ordeal, upon each end, but they may also be considered in terms of the triplicity by the quadruplicity. Consider: cardinal signs, Man of Earth; fixed 
signs Lovers; Mutable signs, Hermit. There is also the three triads 
upon the Tree, as has been done oftentimes. Remember 'Let him enter at once, or in turn, the four gates.' Stops as thou wilt, do you see?
"Three temple setups? Oh I see:"
Silver
Earth/Moon
Gold
Air
Stones of precious waters
Water
Ultimate sparks of the intimate fire
Fire

"[DIAGRAM -using Sun and Moon for air and earth, traditional.
elementary directions. Labeled Man of Earth.]"

"[DIAGRAM - traditional planetary directions. Labeled Lovers; united]

" [DIAGRAM E. earth, S. air, W. water, N. fire. Labeled Hermit. The Great Equinox.

"Something like this"
Certainly is one way to look at it isn't it. Men of Earth receive a Tradition from their Elders, it is upon the elementary cross that this union is performed upon the World, Babalon. Lovers are united in their Solar System upon the cross of the fixed signs. Hermits honor the great year which has turned to the Age of Aquarius. The implied other? The age of Capricorn?
There is another way consider:

[DIAGRAM - The three grades to cardinal, fixed, mutable, with the zodiac signs to the directions.]
Note Cardinal - To make a beginning, Neophyte. Fixed - Adepti of College. Mutable - Master of Temple. This is all of the Stars, and Astral.
Consider that the revelations of the Age of Isis are pagan in nature and are upon the elementary directions as in the winds. 
The revelation of the last age were intended to be solar, related to the seasons divided by the equinoxes and solstices, the year partitioned into four seasons. The strength of each was in it's midpoint and so the celebration of the fixed signs. This divided the year into eight parts. Eight again, do you see? A double (+), [eight spoked wheel], Tesseract?
In this Aeon every man and every woman is a star. The planets communicate between Star [sun] and Stars [Tuat star], THROUGH, a relation between the Microcosm, Hadit, and the Macrocosm, Nuit; this through the 'Wanderers' The Wanderers was the Greek title of the planets, due to their tendency to wander among the zodiac., Humans. Human created with certain patterns between the sun and the stars.(zodiac chart, birth chart) A particular and unique manifestation of the sun, planets, and stars, not to mention the position of the birth planets moon or moons. Moon, Sun, Stars, do you see?
"I think so, this brings a lot to mind."
The utility of the three astral temple setups should be obvious. To begin something, to fix something into manifestation, to leave something. Magical aspect of the astrological concepts. There is a Mystical side of these as well. You could incorporate all of these in one system; watch:

[DIAGRAM Pyramid of Diagrams, one elementary to the directions, Two planetary Tropical year directions, Sidereal (Great Year) directions, and three astral setups, cardinal, cherubic, mutable. The great year setup for adepts is identical to the cherubic setup for masters, a secret of the Age.]

Orient the sign worked to the east in each example, three crosses in four orientations, for the twelve signs of the zodiac in the Astral Temple of the Masters.
Use the Two crosses of the Planetary Adepts in this wise, The first for Geocentric Magick, the second for Heliocentric Magick.
The third example, taught to the Man of Earth, is for elementary Magick.

[DIAGRAM - The Pyramid of the three Grades with the Man of earth on top. One +, two +'s, three +'s.]

You can of course use only the first three circles for the three grades as has been indicated before, but if you do this you lose the utility of the three Astral Circles. These allow you to specify which aspect of the energy you wish to call, beginning, middle, end, and call only those planets occupying the four signs represented in the circle. You will notice other logical and magical aspects of this technology as well. There will often be three choices to aid you in the performance of your Will, one of them offers the clearest task you might choose to aid you in the performance of your Will, or rarer, two tasks, or even rarer still three. (Cardinal, Fixed, Mutable).
See what I mean? Instead of having to deal with only two circles to work in you have six.(one is used twice so you have five) These are the contents Contents, not containers? within which you work. Of course in the older technology, they used the Cherubic signs, these are the most important of the zodiac circles, the mid-season points are at their heart and thus indicate the whole season. But in this new technology you have the added utility of calling forth the Astral in a balanced scheme. Any given sign may be lined up to the east, especially one being visited by a planet, or indicated by a feast of the times. Further you may now work in the realm of the Heliocentric, you may draw the power of the Alignments about the sun and other such.
Beyond this in the purely celestial realm consider: from the point of view of the northern hemisphere, the stars of the north do not set and may be called for their virtue at any time of the day. Consider the latitude and the time of rising and setting of the other stars, and well as the time when the star is highest near the zenith, and lowest near the nadir. Each has four stations, even those near the pole of the hemisphere where one lives. Remember also that there are the stars that are always hidden unless one lives at the equator. These stars, as well as the constellations containing them may also be called, with the zodiac sign to which they are given aligned to the appropriate direction. East in rising, west in setting, south in culmination, north in hiding, or by facing them directly, as was done in the old time.
These secrets were of the Magi, of old, as may be verified by looking at the fragments that remain. Much has been forgotten, and much more may be reclaimed by them that have eyes to see. Again it is the perspective change that is attained by the act of Initiation, a raising of the consciousness in the movement to identify, with an ever expanding awareness, from the earth to the stars. The movement toward macrocosm is matched by the revelation of the microcosm, by the knowledge of the Will.
From the perspective of an invocation of Hadit.
As the human race begins its expansion into space so does the expanding awareness of the truth of the innermost self take on an ever enlarging social movement. If that movement is inhibited you will note an inhibition in the social movements that represent this knowing.
I love you too, I the archetypal Father. Think of me as the kind, but sometimes stern, microcosmic dad/big-brother symbol. Dad in that I emit fatherr vibes, Babalon and I conceived life on the World. I and Nuit conceived worlds. These archetypes are rather convoluted. Babalon is in one sense my daughter, in another the younger sister of my lover Nuit. The same holds true of Nuit's relations with Therion.
In the sense of Babalon and Therion, priestess and priest, they are us time shifted into the planetary realm. Beginning to end of a planet, rather than of the universe. It is this relative viewpoint that creates the space for Magick. The life of a man parallels the life of a star, to some extent, though one seems much shorter than another, each is complete, and comparative to the other. So by this, harmony, knowing, love and will, may pass between them. They are brothers.
Its your mind that we use in the composition of these words. All sacred writings are composed by the Archetypal Gods in union with human consciousness. Why else would Gods need humans and vice-versa. A path to self awareness that the universe is taking. I should say Multiverse, but you see the intrinsic unity do you not? Can you feel the power that is You?
"Yes, it's intense and clarifying."
It will increase with your awareness. Increase as does your lot in life. Feel your truth. Feel your illumination. Feel the bliss I bring through you, as I meet the Goddess. I love her through your relations with the Universe. Each person who observes my law of love is our bed in working. Each Great Work complete, a crystalline orgasm of our tryst. Transformation comes from within and without. Awakening to the true, changeless, Self. Being as you are, without impediments to true expression of self, the eternal one, who changes Not.
Worthwhile tasks are sometimes difficult. I think you will do well in juggling the question of structure and freedom. See how the problem manifests. First there is the revelation. Social pressure resists and tries to stop the revelation from being revealed at all. Then an attempt is made, several generations removed, to make the revelation socially acceptable. 
In Crowley's case he tried to do the most socially unacceptable things, to get some resistance to this pressure. None the less it is difficult to be both recognized socially as a religion and a proponent of the devices viewed as irreligious by the masses, as a sacrament. The temptation is to self-censor, to explain away the socially unacceptable parts as peculiar to the first generation to receive the revelation. Prophesy is viewed as competitive to the established hierarchy. As soon as one is accepted in the hierarchy, one must deny personal revelation, and accept that the time of revelation is passed. One must accept that one's duty is to guide all those who are unstable enough to believe that they are in contact with the hidden Masters to the Truth that there can only be the Historical Prophet. Our duty is to worship His accomplishment. The next step is to whitewash the Prophet. To discover that the parts of a scripture, seen as socially unacceptable, are in fact accretions, heretical, purely symbolic, have an official meaning, have a correct interpretation, or as I have said before, apply only to the first generation. They were there only to break the old Aeon, but are not necessary today. Wine doesn't mean real wine but unfermented grape juice. Strange drugs are special nutrients and not intoxicants. One is not to be a spiritual master but to accept THE spiritual Master.
When this is fully accomplished then one is driven out for any truly spiritually transcendent practice. Rituals become but empty shells, only the symbols remain to guide the discerning to see that once, perhaps long ago, there was a Light here.
True religion will always be threatening to social norms. If society was truly spiritual, as many of its churchmen say, they wouldn't react so violently to the differences between the faiths.
The prophets are those who came because conformity did not work. It is sad commentary that there is so much pressure upon their adherents to conform to the official interpretation of their work. This usually happens after they are long dead and cannot argue.
Your revelation is true for you, you hope it guides others to their own. All revelation is a union between the microcosm and the macrocosm. It is colored by attitude and thought. The important part is rarely the part that theocracies latch on to.

